iBUILD
Director
Professor
Richard
Dawson
(Newcastle University) was invited to No 9 Downing Street to
meet with Oliver Letwin MP to
contribute to his review of National Flood Resilience. The review was established following
Storm Desmond and the 2015/16
winter floods, and is looking to
assess how the country can be
better protected from future
flooding and increasingly extreme weather events. Richard
also leads the Infrastructure Section of the UK Climate Change
Risk Assessment which will report to the Committee on Climate Change on later this
year.
https://www.gov.uk/
government/news/national-flood
-resilience-review-governmentaction-to-tackle-floods

Stephen Hall, University of Leeds has
been awarded an
EPSRC fellowship.
Stephen will continue his work on
Infrastructure interdependency and complex value business models. This research will consider two examples of the complex value problem for climate change mitigation
in cities: (i) systemic links between electric vehicles, cities and
electricity networks; (ii) the link
between green infrastructure
systems and urban heat networks will be explored.

Everyday living depends on being able to
access local infrastructure of all types –
bridges, libraries, broadband access, light
rail, water, power, etc. Business models
play a critical role in the creation and management of all types of local infrastructure.
A business model balances funding
(revenue) with financing (investment). Reductions in local government expenditure
are challenging the existing ways in which
infrastructure is financed and funded.
iBUILD has undertaken the first rigorous
and objective analysis of the business
models developed to create local infrastructure. This is an important topic; understanding the diversity of business models provides a valuable tool to support the
development of new and alternative infrastructure business model development. It
is critical that infrastructure providers understand the diversity of financing and
funding that is available to support local
infrastructure. iBUILD has identified all
financing and funding types that are used
to support the development of infrastructure and has developed a tool that can be
used to explore the most appropriate financing and funding solutions for an infrastructure development. This tool or infrastructure business model conceptual
framework is based on the analysis of
over 140 infrastructure business models,
including current, historical and planned
developments across the UK and internationally.

The iBUILD on-line local infrastructure
tool allows free access to anyone interested in developing or understanding
local infrastructure business models.
This tool provides an analysis of over 120
existing business models to show the different ways in which solutions have been developed to the financing and funding of local
infrastructure. These solutions include conventional and more radical or alternative
solutions. Infrastructure providers are able
to use this tool to understand the complex
solutions that have been developed to finance and fund local infrastructure in different contexts. Users are able to search by
infrastructure type of financing and funding
mechanism as well as the companies and
organisations responsible for the development of the business model. This tool illustrates the ways in which local infrastructure
requires a blend of financing and funding
inputs. It also shows the critical importance
of funding or revenue streams to support
financial investment but also long-term
maintenance and renewal.

Do you know of a local infrastructure business model that is missing from our database? If so,
please upload some basic information on our website:

http://ceg-research.ncl.ac.uk/
ibuildDemo/

Jonathan Ward is a PhD student at the University of Birmingham.

Jonathan has experience in multi-disciplinary research and delivering sustainability and climate change projects in local
government and third sector.
Originally a Research Assistant
at the Human Radiation Effects
Group
(Bristol),
Jonathan
switched to the environment
and social change to impact
upon policy. Jonathan has also
worked with LEPs and economic
regeneration, developing European Funding projects to assist
small businesses in the lowcarbon economy, including energy efficiency retrofit packages.
Jonathan’s research focus is on
incorporating and understanding the digital technology impacts upon human interactions
in city system models, including
socio-physical connections, in
relation to Smart Cities and future infrastructure development.

On 13-15 February 2017, iBUILD
will be organising a 3-day conference on valuing infrastructure. This will take place in
Leeds. More details in due
course.

In Newcastle, the funding is being used to aspects of buried infrastructure systems,
establish a new state-of-the-art urban wa- sensors, the TRAIN Rig (a 1/25 scale modter facility at Science Central – Newcastle’s el of a train travelling at full speed for reflagship project which brings together aca- searching train aerodynamics), and geodemia, the public sector, communities, structures, dealing with today’s problems
business and industry to create a global and cities of the far future in equal meascentre for sustainable innovation in the ure. The workshops provided the basis for
heart of the city. Population growth, ex- collaboration by encouraging creative
thinking, thus beginning
treme weather events
the process of developand changes to the way
we live and work are cre- This investment in research infra- ing projects around curating new challenges structure has been informed by, rent pressing challenges.
which demand a revolu- and will be aligned with, several Throughout, engagement
tion in our infrastructure iBUILD case studies (e.g. green with industrial and unithinking if we are to re- infrastructure, smart grid and elec- versity partners has been
actively pursued to build
spond in a sustainable tric vehicles).
partnerships that will famanner. The new facility
will provide and enable an internationally cilitate long and fruitful research collaboraunique experimentation and testing of new tions.
‘smart’ technologies and urban flood management features. Given its co-location on University of Leeds will host one of the
the Science Central development site there Centres for Infrastructure Materials. Their
is opportunity to integrate these new urban existing Infrastructure Materials Exposure
water infrastructure facilities into equivalent Facility, which is a field exposure site and
urban infrastructure testbeds for energy, controlled environment chambers for natutransport and ICT that are already under ral and accelerated ageing of the full range
development as part of Newcastle Univer- of infrastructure materials., will be refursity’s investment on Science Central. This bished and upgraded. This will form a netwill provide an improved understanding of worked facility for underpinning materials
the critical infrastructure systems that we research. With Imperial College London
rely on to improve our health, safety and and University of Manchester.
quality of life.
The UKCRIC National Buried Infrastructure
Facility (NBIF) at Birmingham is centred
around a £27.6m laboratory facility to test
buried infrastructure at
and
near
full
scale. Developments
thus far have focussed
on three key threads:
(i) strategy and programme scoping, (ii)
collaboration
events,
and (iii) user engagement
and
brokerage. Four strategically
-themed,
high-profile
workshops
aimed
chiefly at a small group
of leading thinkers
have been held with a
brief to think widely on
Science Central: location of Newcastle’s UKCRIC laboratory

The SiLVA Project (Soft infrastructure for
Local VAlue) considered the relationship
between public stakeholders and the development of Newcastle’s Science Central,
and specifically the University’s Urban Sciences Building (USB). While currently an
empty space, the SiLVA Project examined
the changing relationships and experiences of people living on the site’s perimeter.

A multi-disciplinary group of artists and
researchers were brought together by
iBUILD and TippingPoint at an intensive
two day event held in June 2015 to begin
the process of exploring the relationship
between art and infrastructure. The event
yielded the following six projects:
Inside-Out house: a research and development project into building an insideout house that reveals the infrastructure
behind an average home.
Repertoire: a project exploring sustainable
infrastructure
decision-making
through creative practices.
MiBody: a research and development
collaboration aimed at creating an iconic
sculptural interpretation of national infrastructure represented through the homeostatic systems of the human body.
SILVa: Soft Infrastructure for Local Value: considering how creative practice
can engage Science Central’s neighbours
in identifying different forms of sustainability value from proposed infrastructure initiatives.
Mean Street: researching and promoting the stories of a street in Leeds and its
varied communities and users, looking at
its value in personal terms.
iMAP the neighbourhood/Streets on
show; a multi layered residency: aims
to gain an understanding of our community
by creating
over-layered
maps of the
complete
infrastructure through
community
participatory
activity with
artists and
engineers.
Mark Powell
has
been
involved in
four projects
and
here
describes
two recently
completed.

Two central objectives of SiLVA were to
firstly explore the possible contribution that
creative practice can make to environmental sustainability and, secondly to identify
different kinds of value prompted by new
infrastructural investments. One of the project outcomes was a list of ten good practice principles clustered around how to
develop good neighbourliness, the suggestion being that investing in the social
dimension of the local neighbourhood of
Science Central is fundamental for ensuring local urban sustainability. Led by Teo
Greenstreet, the project team included
Beth Ramsey, Ruth Leven, Shanaz Gulzar
and Llana Mitchell.
The Repertoire Project, also recently completed, focused on understanding the dynamics of decision-making and infrastructural development. This project was inspired by a presentation at the sandpit
from Zoe Svendsen describing decisionmaking processes and insights generated
by the theatrical production ‘World Factory’
http://www.youngvic.org/whats-on/worldfactory. [Zoe worked in association with
Simon Daw and Zhao Chuan http://
metisarts.co.uk/world-factory/).
The Repertoire Project considered the value of applying theatrical approaches to
iBuild decision theatre research. A theatre
approach differs to performance methodologies in that a theatre approach to decision-making will not involve participants in
role-play. Instead, a theatre approach centres on incorporating a degree of play and
imagination into decision-making by referring to case studies that, while perhaps
containing familiar infrastructural tensions,
do not have the same local resonance for
participants. This detachment allows theatre participants to reframe various tensions
and discover new ways of resolving contentious decision-making situations by
opening up alternative value models.
The project developed a collection of new
‘props’ to prompt this playful dynamic. A
very successful example of this was the
prototype of a large-scale floor map designed to aid the presentation of different
viewpoints and environmental perceptions.
In addition to Mark Powell, the project
team included Teo Greenstreet, Zoe
Svendsen, and prop maker Sarah Lewis.

iBUILD News Cont.
Clear identification of assets,
including natural assets of a
city as the basis for growth:
Examples were given of cities in
the mid-west of the US who are
struggling to revitalise after the
economic crash. One particular
example of note was Milwaukee
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for a PhD
withopen
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around
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data
and
ation and funding of Green Infrastructure in urban areas. The
researchers and private busiPhD will build on her academic
ness.
Integration
of multiple
interest
in sustainability
and data
the
built environment,
as well as
streams
enables identification
of
incorporating
her
experience
in
new business models to fund
Monitoring and Evaluation
smart infrastructure (identified as
practice.
how it is being used by cities,

key enabler for Smart Grid company in Chicago).

For further information contact:
stephanie.glendinning@ncl.ac.uk

HERE.

. You can register to attend HERE.
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degrees from McGill and Caltech. Amy has worked on visual systems of flight simulators at CAE, and has been
involved in hypersonic boundary layer research for the US
Air Force.
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Phil Purnell, iBUILD Leeds, is
leading an EPSRC that will

tackle the Grand Challenge of:
Zero disruption from Streetworks in UK Cities by 2050
The project which also involves Chris Rogers, iBUILD
Birmingham. Richard Dawson
and

Claire

Walsh,

iBUILD

Newcastle are involved in a
Grand Challenge project led
by the University of Sheffield.
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TWENTY65 will address the
grand challenge of providing
sustainable water for all by
working in partnership across
the water sector to tailor water systems so that they deliver positive impact on health,
the environment, the economy and society.

iBUILD is developing new business models to improve the delivery of infrastructure systems
and the services they provide.
For further information about the iBUILD programme visit our website: www.ibuild.ac.uk

